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by Jeff Levine 
“The power a person has in a 
relationship is mirrored in their 
nonverbal communication,’’ HSU 
psychology teacher Susan Fran- 
ces said. 
Frances made this statement 
ina paper entitled ‘‘Sex Differen- 
ces in Nonverbal Behavior.”’ The 
paper was presented at the 
American Psychological Conven- 
tion during September in Chica- 
go. 
Frances explained the impor- 
tance of her work as “...one 
objective way that shows how 
men and women conduct them- 
selves differently in interactions. 
Nonverbal rules 
“There are rules for nonverbal 
communication and they vary 
depending on your sex as well as 
status and social position,” Fran- 
ces said. 
Frances believes these nonver- 
bal rules are learned the same 
  
way language is learned -- uncon- 
sciously -- though possibly at a 
later age. 
Frances’ research, done in 
1972, for her doctorate, studied 
persons who were introduced and 
instructed to have a conversa- 
tion. Different nonverbal aspects 
of the conversation were studied. 
Men speak longer 
She found men took longer 
speaking turns than women did. 
Men also use more fillers such as 
“uhm’’ and ‘“‘ah’”’ to retain the 
position of speaker. 
“Women tend to have more 
interactive type conversations 
and they also have more eye 
contact,” Frances said. ‘‘They 
are more willing to relinquish the 
speaker role when they are done 
talking.” 
In Frances’ paper, she cited 
research done in 1969 that found 
persons who spoke in lengthy 
infrequent utterances tended to 
  
be perceived as, more powerful by 
their conversational partners. 
Conversation blocks 
‘Perhaps claiming long blocks 
of conversation time is a way of 
asserting ones self as a potent 
force in a conversation,” Frances 
said in her paper. 
Another difference Frances 
found between men and women is 
the way each sex manifests 
nervousness in uncomfortable 
situations. 
Women tend to smile and 
laugh, while men tend to 
manifest their nervousness in 
-8ross physical movements. 
. Physical rigidness 
The study shows women tend 
toward physical rigidness when 
nervous, but, Frances said, 
“That might be a hang-over from 
when women wore rather con- 
stricting clothes that made them 
keep their legs together.” 
(Continued on page‘6) 
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by Joe Livernois 
If the preservation of the 
redwoods is northern Califor- 
nia’s hottest issue, the ‘Wild 
Horse” controversy has Nevada 
residents steaming. 
Two HSU wildlife graduate 
students, with the help of a $2,200 
grant, spent last summer 
studying the heart of the ‘Wild 
Horse”’ controversy. 
According to Howard Green, 
one of the students, the problem 
stems from Nevadan rancher 
accusations that wild horses are 
to blame for overgrazed range 
land in the southern half of the 
Stone Cabin Valley, located 
between Reno and Las Vegas. 
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MOUTHFUL—The Health Center at HSU is expanding its services to include a Preventive Dentistry Program. 
The program will consist of nutritional counseling, oral hygiene training and oral examinations. See page 13. 
Wild horses spur Nevada dispute 
Green’s wife, Nancy, is the 
other half of the data collecting 
team from HSU. 
The U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM), which 
controls the land in question, is 
presently ridding the area of half 
the 900 horses inhabiting it, 
Green said. 
‘Hasty action’ 
“I think they may have been a 
bit hasty in their actions,” Green 
said of the BLM. 
“They (the BLM) haven’t 
performed a survey of the land 
in 15 years,” he said. “Yet, 
they’ve gone ahead and are now 
cutting the wild horse population 
in half.” 
“I think the ranchers got 
themselves into this situation by 
mismanagement of the land,’’ 
Green added. “I might add that 
ranchers must only pay $1 per 
head for the right to graze their 
cattle on BLM land. (BLM 
controlled land is federal 
property ). 
Tax money spent 
“In other words, public tax 
money pays for land upkeep and 
also for trapping.”’ 
The issue went to court in 
September and trapping was 
stopped by a court injunction 
until a decision could be made. 
ninety horses, already trapped, 
had to be released back to range 
land, Ms. Green explained. 
At that time the judge praised 
Photo by Dan Mandell 
the Greens for their efforts. In 
the last page of his decision 
however, the judge ordered the 
roundup to continue as planned. 
The fate of the wild horses now 
depends on a Supreme Court 
decision, scheduled to come 
before the court in spring of 
1976, according to Kitchen. 
“The court will be testing the 
legality of the 1971 Wild Horse 
and Burro Act,” said Kitchen. 
“If the Supreme Court rules the 
law unconstitutional, and I can’t 
think that they will, it may wipe 
out all wild horses on western 
range lands.” 
The Greens were the first to 
(Continued on pag  13) 
General ed 
slump denied 
by Bob Palomares 
The general education pro- 
gram of the California State 
University and Colleges system 
has come under attack by the 
Chancellor, Glenn S. Dumke. 
In a letter to all universities 
and colleges in the system, 
Dumke blamed the destruction of 
the program on the overall 
decline of the faculty’s belief and 
confidence in itself. 
He went on to describe the 
program as a “cafeteria style’ 
general education program 
where a student picks and 
chooses from a ‘‘steamtable’’ of 
introductory courses. 
Rigid requirements 
Dumke asked that the faculty 
reassert itself and move toward 
more rigid general education 
requirements. He said the libera- 
lization of the program has led to 
its destruction. 
Whitney Buck, dean of under- 
graduate studies at HSU, in a 
written statement, said that 
while the Chancellor’s comments 
may describe conditions in the 
system as a whole, it is not 
accurate for HSU. 
Model rejected 
‘In 1972 our faculty and 
students, represented on the 
University Curriculum Commit- 
tee, undertook a review and 
revision of general education, 
and there was a repudiation of 
the existing model of general 
education,”’ Buck said. 
“The abandonment of that 
model did not result from the loss 
of confidence on the part of our 
faculty. 
“Rather, we recognized that 
» the world, and our knowledge and 
understanding of the world, was 
changing so rapidly that a 
program emphasizing specific 
knowledge and perspectives no 
longer represented the best kind 
of general education that our 
faculty could provide.”
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Statewide campus gun protests swell 
by Terry Rodgers 
An event that stirred only a 
few student reactions at HSU in 
1973, has now become a 
statewide issue of protest. 
A directive from . Chancellor 
Glenn S. Dumke, which became 
effective Oct. 1, all 
California State University and 
Colleges peace officers to wear 
guns while on duty. 
In response to the chancellor’s 
action, about 200 California State 
University, Chico (CSUC) 
students demonstrated in 
protest on two separate oc- 
casions. 
, Trial period 
Campus peace officers at HSU 
have been wearing sidearms 
since spring 1973, when former 
president Cornelius H. Siemens 
authorized the use of firearms 
for a six-month trial period. 
This action was recommended 
to Siemens by the Security 
Committee at HSU, which 
conducts studies of the 
University Police Department 
(UPD) and general campus 
security. The recommendation 
to arm HSU’s police passed the 
committee by a one vote margin, 
according to a former member. 
Fred Sweet, who was an SLC 
member in 1973, said in an in- 
terview, ‘‘Very little opposition 
or discussion took place in SLC 
over the matter.” 
SLC in favor 
Sweet said the SLC voted in 
favor of arming the campus 
police and the issue never came 
up again. 
et felt that if campus crime 
was that bad, maybe we 
(students) should arm our- 
selves,’ Sweet said. ‘I saw no 
need for the guns.” 
But apparently Sweet and the 
few other students who agreed 
with him were in the minority. 
‘No student dissatisfaction’’ 
According to Donald F. 
Strahan, vice president for 
administrative affairs, ‘I heard 
no dissatisfaction expressed by 
students on the authorization to 
  i tll ay, , Photo by Gary Schmitz 
REMODELING—Reid Larson, forestry major, bends way over 
to take a sip at a Gist Hall drinking fountain while Debbie 
Walters, HSU graduate, waits in line. Gist Hall may receive 
several major interior changes starting in December. 
   
have campus police carry 
arms.” Strahan is still chairman 
of the Security Committee. 
There was, however, a poll 
taken by the HSU Staff Council 
in 1973 on the arming issue. The 
council, which represents all 
non-faculty personnel at HSU, 
voted 63 per cent to 37 per cent 
against arming the campus 
police. 
Siemens’ original order for 
campus peace officers to carry 
guns allowed the firearms to be 
carried only from 10 p.m. to 7 
a.m. 
24 hours a day, 
Last October, HSU President 
Alistair McCrone authorized the 
gun carrying period to be ex- 
tended to 24 hours a day. 
Campus police chief, Art 
Vanderklis said he recom- 
mended this action to McCrone. 
Once again, according to 
Strahan and Vanderklis, neither 
received any reports from 
students, favorable or other- 
wise, about the firearms. 
The chancellor’s directive, 
however, has stirred reactions 
on several other campuses. An 
organization which calls itself 
Students for Gun Control has 
been formed to initiate a 
statewide movement in protest 
of Dumke’s order. 
Students for Gun Control 
The founder of Students for 
Gun Control is David Mills, a 
junior political science major at 
CSUC. 
In a phone interview, Mills 
said his organization collected 
close to 1,000 signatures against 
the chancellor’s directive in the 
first two weeks of its existence. 
Mills said the protest is 
gaining momentum, and added 
that the Students for Gun Control 
plan to hold rallies at CSUC 
every two weeks. 
Teachers involved 
“The teachers here are really 
getting involved with us,” he 
said. “I’ve also had calls from 
students at Sonoma State and 
San Diego State University 
wanting to join the protest. 
Hopefully, at the beginning of 
next month, we'll hold a 
statewide meeting in Fresno.” 
Mills explained the goals of 
Students for Gun Control as a 
two-step operation. 
“First, we must get the 
chancellor to change his mind,” 
he said. ‘‘Second, we want it set- 
up so each campus will decide 
the gun issue individually, so it 
will be a local decision.”’ 
Meeting with Brown 
Mills said he and his followers 
will try to persuade the Board of 
Trustees to overrule the chan- 
cellor’s decision. He also hopes 
to have a meeting with Gov. 
Jerry Brown. 
“If that doesn’t work,’’ Mills 
said, ‘‘we'll go after the trustees’ 
jobs, but I’m confident we’ll 
have guns off the campus.” 
In contrast to Mill’s opinion, 
Vanderklis says he is all in favor 
of the chancellor’s directive. 
“There has been a larger 
increase of crime on_ the    
  
university campuses, than in the 
cities adjacent to them,’’ 
Vanderklis said in an interview. 
Deterrent to crime 
“A weapon is definitely a 
deterrent to crime. An officer 
who is armed is more willing to 
get involved in a situation,” he 
said. “The officer has a means of 
protecting someone else as well 
as himself.” 
Vanderklis said the campus 
police are more visible now, with 
the addition of new police cars 
that are well marked, and new 
uniforms as well as_ the 
sidearms. 
“‘We’re not a place of easy 
pickings for criminals 
anymore,”’ he said. 
Upgraded status 
The chief explained that the 
arming of campus police was 
also a result of a legislative 
change in the 1960’s, when all 
state campus ‘‘security of- 
ficers’’ were upgraded to ‘‘peace 
officer” status. 
According to Vanderklis, this 
change required the UPD of- 
ficers. to have the same 
minimum training required of 
the city and county police. 
Consequently, the addition of 
firearms was in keeping with 
this professional standard of 
training. 
Haven't used guns 
Vanderklis said none of his 
officers have used the .38 caliber 
guns during his tenure at HSU, 
except on the practice range. He 
has been employed at HSU since 
1968 
AS President, David Kalb, 
disagrees with Vanderklis’ 
opinion of the chancellor’s 
directive on a different aspect. 
“Every other police agency is 
under the jurisdiction of elected 
officials,”’ Kalb said. ‘‘The 
college presidents, chiefs of 
police, and the chancellor are 
not elected by anyone. So when 
you think about it, who are the 
campus police beholden to?”’ 
Kalb also believes the gun 
issue should be settled as a local 
issue. 
Although Kalb said he was 
undecided on whether the police 
shouldn't be armed at all, he did 
not think they should wear 
sidearms during daytime hours. 
Gist changes await okay 
by Kathryn Houser 
Although it will not be having a 
face-lift, come December, Gist 
Hall, age 42, will be undergoing 
major interior changes. 
During a recent interview, 
Oden W. Hansen, dean of campus 
development and utilization, said 
plans to remodel the inside of 
Gist Hall are complete . and 
awaiting approval by the Arcata 
Fire Marshal. 
Once the plans are approved, 
the project will be open for bids. 
A request was made, however, 
that remodeling not begin until 
the fall quarter is over. 
December remodeling 
“Dec. 22 will be the earliest 
construction date,’’ Hansen said. 
“The remodeling will take no 
more than nine months to 
complete.’’ He said Gist Hall 
should be ready for use by fall 
1976. 
Gist Hall was originally College 
Elementary School, a laboratory 
school for teacher training. 
According to Hansen, about 1970 
the California State Legislature 
decided it would no longer fund 
laboratory schools. 
“Since then, Gist Hall has been 
used basically for media facili- 
ties, classrooms and self-learning 
labs,’’ Hansen said. ‘‘It is going to 
be improved to house media, 
experimental theater, nursing 
= speech and hearing educa- 
en 
hearing clinic now in House 50. 
State regulations 
Upgrading of lighting and 
wiring is also included in the Gist 
Hall remodeling plans. To meet 
new state regulations, an eleva- 
tor will be installed to accommo- 
date handicapped students. 
While there are changes going 
on inside Gist Hall, no exterior 
changes will take place. 
‘‘We want all HSU buildings to 
follow the theme of Founder's 
Hall,” Hansen said. ‘‘The library 
and Health Center will follow this 
theme also.” 
Hansen believes the remodel- 
ing of Gist Hall will not affect 
classroom availability during 
1976 winter and spring quarters. 
“Classes were scheduled this 
quarter with the idea that Gist 
Hall would not be used, and 
adequate space was available,” 
he said. 
‘“‘We have been. near rock 
bottom in the use of our lecture 
space,” he said. 
Hansen would not estimate the 
cost of the Gist Hall remodeling 
project because he believed it 
may ‘“‘influence incoming bids.’”’ 
 
  
—trailer style. The Village, home of some 173 students, is 
in three years. 
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FUTURE PARKING LOT—Brian Howard, Humboldt Village resident, does some kitchen work 
destined to make way for a parking lot 
Parking lot to level village 
by Christina Mutch 
Humboldt Village, the trailers 
on the south side of the HSU 
campus used for student 
housing, will be gone in three 
years to make way for a parking 
lot, according to Chuck Waldie, 
associate director of housing and 
support services. 
The village apparently will not 
be replaced by a freeway off- 
ramp as some residents had 
suspected. 
“The chancellor’s office is 
aware of the housing shortage,”’ 
Waldie said. 
“If everything works out as we 
hope it will, and the board of 
directors vote to renew the 
lease, the trailers will be 
repaired to insure more safety 
and provide additional com- 
fort,’’ he continued. 
‘“The study house and 
recreation lounge will be 
remodeled inside and out to give 
more pleasing effect.” 
Master plan 
As it stands, the 37 trailers 
may be spared for a short time 
but they are still destined to fall 
to the Master Plan when the land 
will be converted to a parking 
lot. 
This work will be done by a 
firm hired by the State of 
California. 
“Our job will stop with the 
completion of a frontage road 
running parallel to the trailers,” 
Dick Jacobsen, project superin- 
tendent for Caltrans said. 
“That should be finished by 
the end of the next construction 
season, sometime in the fall of 
76,” Jacobsen said. 
Reactions 
He said when construction 
first began last year, some of the 
students asked the workmen 
why they were doing it; others 
just watched while a few yelled 
at them. 
“There were minor cases of 
vandalism, but for the most part 
students were interested in the 
work we were doing,” Jacobson 
said. ‘Engineering classes from 
the campus have been steady 
observers of the progress we’ve 
made.”’ 
Some past residents of the 
village have sought different 
means of housing this year, but 
there is a 40 per cent return of 
last year’s residents to the 
trailers. 
Student comment 
Kevin Tighe, a senior business 
major, says he likes the village 
more than the dorms. 
“There’s more freedom and 
privacy here and I like the option 
of not being on the meal plan,” 
he said. “If the trailers were 
closed off, I think I’d seek 
housing off campus.”’ 
Chrys Dutton, senior psycholo- 
gy major, agrees with the other 
residents but she _ adds, 
“The only thing I don’t like is the 
drabness of the village. I don’t 
like having the trailers referred 
to as the “leper colony’’ of the 
campus.’’ 
How it looked 
“If students living in the 
village think it looks bad this 
year, it was worse two years 
ago,” Debbie Shirey, a senior 
fisheries major and former 
village living group adviser, 
said. 
She and Larry Gray, a senior 
education major and village 
coordinator two years ago, 
recalled how it looked then. 
“The study house was in- 
credible,” Gray said. “The few 
sofas there were totally ripped 
apart. Every room was a dif- 
ferent color. One room had four 
different colored walls. 
“The kitchen housed a Ping- 
Pong table. The rugs on the 
floors were holey and thread- 
bare. It was really bizarre.”’ 
Five students helped Gray 
repair the study house when 
materials reached the village. 
For the 173 persons living in 
the trailers, the word on whether 
they will be evicted at the end of 
this year will be announced by 
the housing office at the end of 
fall quarter. 
Two bands set 
for costume ball 
Freddie and the Starliners, 
along with Freshwater, will 
provide music for a Halloween 
costume ball in the East Gym 
this Friday from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Advanced tickets are $1.50 and 
available at the UC Information 
Desk and at House 39. Tickets at 
the door will be $2. 
, The dance will benefit Youth 
Educational Services and the 
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by Tim Martin 
Well, people, here we go again 
with another exciting and enter- 
taining year of outhouse graffiti. 
Yes, those stealthy, but quick- 
witted toilet prophets are back on 
campus venting their anger and 
frustration, and demonstrating 
their creative literary talents to 
their somewhat captive audi- 
ence. 
So, before our sponge and 
scouring powder-wielding censor 
(alias the custodian) destroys all 
of this intelligence, pull up a toilet 
and enjoy their scrawlings. 
Like many others, I believe you 
will readily agree that a wall full 
of graffiti is better reading than a 
current copy of ‘‘Newsweek”’ 
when an unexpected case of 
constipation hits you. 
Sun bather noticed 




I have been observing how 
ween throughout history have 
bee. abused to varying degrees 
Graffiti restores genius 
notice to sun bathers-‘‘People in 
Humboldt county don’t tan, they 
rust.” There was also a question 
to Albert Einstein-‘‘What do you 
think of western civilization? 
Answer: It would be a very good 
idea.”” 
Language Arts contained vital 
tourist info-‘“‘The greater*Arcata 
Chamber of Commerce cordially 
invites you to purchase an 
authentic redwood burl souvenir 
in one of our locally owned shops, 
then get back in your car and 
head your ass back to L.A.” 
This year’s toilet paper has 




“Nixon transcripts-help your- 
self.”’ Paper toilet seat covers 
have also taken on a new 
surname-‘‘Straight Arrow stick- 
to the 
ranging from mildly upsetting 
instances to hard-core atroci- 
ties. 
Lam compelled to state that I 
think women have _ been 
mistreated long enough by this 
The Lumberjack Staff 
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ers.”’ And, “hippy headbands.’’ 
There were many intelligent 
words of wisdom in the Art 
building heads-‘‘Dving is just like 
going to sleep, only it hurts like a 
bitch.” ‘I have nothing against 
mankind, it’s just the people I 
can’t stand; ”’ and, ‘‘Faith healers 
also cure spoiled food.” 
The discontentment between 
the Sierra Club and Straight 
Arrow continue to rage-‘‘Sierra 
Club - take a hike. Straight Arrow 
- kiss my axe.”’ 
I hope you understand the 
difficulty I experienced while 
gathering some of this data. After 
all, how does one account for his 
strange actions in a toilet, with a 
pen and paper in hand? 
After carefully thinking it over, 
there was only one _ truthful 
answer for my inquirers. I was 
getting a liberal education. 
Editor 
society structured basically by 
and for men. 
But it is hard for me to see any 
positive outcome women can 
derive by not showing up for 
work or not doing anything 
constructive for 24-hour period. 
The equal rights movement 
for women today has its good 
points in that with intelligent 
leadership and hard work, good 
results can be accomplished. 
I don’t think it’s a good idea for 
women to blow what support 
they have going for them by 
making such a blunder as 
walking out on society. 
It’s been tried before. Look at 
the results of the student unrest 
of the ’60’s. What did it do? 
I submit that such an insane 
strike as ‘‘Alice Doesn’t Day” 
planned for today can produce 
nothing but ill feelings. I think 
that NOW is the time for women 
to work toward their goals under 
a program in which men have a 
chance to help. Maybe more 
progress can be made. 
Lon C. Kincannon 
senior, zoology 
Strike out 
The feminist movement continues in its efforts 
today with a nationwide strike planned by the 
National Organization for Women (NOW). 
While its intent is good, the strike is probably 
best described as an ill-fated public relations effort 
with a worthy cause. Most women in the nation right 
now can’t afford to ignore societal pressures for one 
full day. 
NOW leaders are asking that women refuse to 
work on this occasion if they can do it without losing 
their jobs. They are asked to wear arm bands or 
buttons to their jobs if they must work. Women are 
also being asked to refuse to buy anything from any 
store on this day to demonstrate the importance of 
women in this society. 
The woman’s role in our society is recognized to 
a fairly reasonable extent, but the strike will at least 
make some people stop and think about some of the 
more important issues being raised by women. 
Not included among these issues is the fight 
against what some more radi cal feminists call sexist 
language. Women can’t possibly gain anything 
significant by putting down Webster. But, on the 
other hand, such figures as Dr. Spock, the 
pediatrician, are spending lots of money to revise 
their books to prove they are no longer sexist. 
Those dollars spent on book revisions would be 
much better spent on special vocational training 
programs for women. Employment discrimination is 
the most important issue to be confronted by 
feminists, with independence running second. 
An error appeared in the Oct. 22 editorial, 
“Timber giants cry wolf.’’ 
Crown Simpson pulp mill is 50 per cent owned 
by Crown Zellerbach, the paper company. The 
editorial stated that Simpson Timber Co. was 50 
per cent owned by Crown Zellerbach. 
 
The Lumberjack welcomes 
letters of 300 words or less, free of 
libel and within reasonable limits 
of taste. Letters must be signed 
and students identified by year 
and maior; faculty and staff by 
department and titie, and local 
residents by city. All letters are 
subject to condensation.       
by Tom Cairns 
Ralpj Towner - SOLSTICE (ECM 1061) 
‘““Oceanus”’-‘‘Visitation’’-“‘Drifting Petals’’-‘‘Nimbus’’-‘‘Winter 
Solstice’-“‘Piscean Dance’’-“‘Red and Black’’-‘‘Sand.”’ Ralph 
Towner, 12-string and classical guitar, piano; Eberhard Weber, 
bass, cello; Jan Garbarek, tenor and soprano saxophone, flute; Jon 
Christensen, drums, percussion. 
Jazz 12-string, you ask? Sounds like a risk, but it isn’t. ECM, a 
German label under the direction of Manfred Eicher, has the best 
quality jazz recordings you can get. Billing themselves as ‘the best 
sound next to silence,” the company has put out about 60 albums in 
the five years it’s been around, with Eicher leading the way. 
“On the record I just did with Garbarek and Christensen, he 
(Eicher) was much more aggressive,’’ he wrote on the album 
cover. ‘‘I intended to play much more piano on it, for exampe; he 
said that was ridiculous, that what I do that is so unusual is play the 
12-string. He didn’t want a regular piano-bass-sax-drums quarter, 
even if I did play wonderful piano. He was right.” 
Towner’s musical abilities were first released on the ivories, and 
later the coronet and trumpet. It wasn’t until he was 23 that he 
picked up a guitar. Jazz and improvisational music didn’t interest 
him until he was 20. 
Two pieces are downright eerie, spooky, if you will. One, 
“Visitation,” is filled with the cries and screams of the flute and 
sax, with odd and offbeat percussion sounds playing with the 
random bass of Weber. _ 
“Nimbus” is an excited, wild piece, threatening rain. Garbarek’s 
double flute and sax tracks, their magical notes dancing and 
cascading, flash with the cello, bass and Towner’s guitar. “Winter 
Solstice” is a vehicle for Towner and Garbarek to match the 
abilities of the guitar against the soprano sax. 
Commenting on some contemporary jazz guitarists, Towner 
remarks, “My commitment to acoustic music is really a big 
romantic thing. I just never was interested in electric guitar. I 






Your series of articles on the 
Redwood National Park con- 
troversy was a fine introduction 
to this most critical issue. 
Despite the intense controversy, 
I hope you continue to have the 
courage to seek and print the 
facts. 
Though the situation is 
complex, the trade-offs are 
rather clear. We can proceed 
with the rapid “liquidation of the 
overmature and decadent old- 
growth” and gamble with the 
irreplacable park resource; or 
we can apply the basic principle 
of conservation and proceed 
cautiously. 
The State Board of Forestry 
has just completed a tour of the 
Redwood Creek drainage with 
the purported intention of 
assessing the impact of logging 
on the park and determining the 
steps required to protect it. 
While not a total whitewash, 
the itinerary of stops and 
Bank of America’s College Plan is a complete banking 
package just for students. It’s simple, convenient, 
economical and includes everything you're likely to 
speakers certainly emphasized 
the industry’s point of view. 
Coupled with the fact that eight 
of the nine board members were 
appointed by former Gov. 
Reagan (of “If you’ve seen one, 
you've seen them all’ fame), the 
prospects for meaningful af- 
firmative action are dim. 
Mr. Nakae, board chairman, 
said the board should take no 
action unless there was 
irrefutable evidence that the 
logging operations engulfing the 
park causing massive, irrepar.- 
able damage. 
The burden of proof is entirely 
upon those alleging that these 
extensive clear-cuts are causing 
erosion and stream degradation. 
It is a similar mentality that 
allows marketing of new sub- 
stances to be tested upon the 
unknowing public. 
Common sense should dictate 
that stringent regulations should 
be adopted on further timber 
harvesting in the Redwood 
Creek drainage, and that a 
temporary postponement of 
need. Heres what makes it so useful: 
1. The College Plan Checking Account. 
Unlimited checkwriting for just $1 a month. With 
no minimum balance required. And no 
service charge at all for June, July, August, ji} 
or for any month a balance of $300 or ji 
more is maintained. You get a state- 
ment every month. And the account 
stays open through the summer even f{ 
with a zero balance, saving you the hit 
trouble of having to close it in June ! 
and reopen it in the fall. 
2. Personalized Checks. 
Yours inexpensively. Scenic or 
other style checks for a little more. 
3. BankAmericard‘ 
For students of sophomore 
standing or higher, who quali- 
fy, the College Plan can also 
include BankAmericard. It’s 
good for tuition at most state 
schools, check-cashing identifi- 
cation and all types of purchases. 
Parental guarantee is not required. 
And conservative credit limits help you 
start building a good credit history. 
cutting in certain critical areas 
should be implemented. 
' John J. Amodio 
director, 




We are entering an era where 
energy demands are slowly 
gaining on readily available 
energy supplies. The question 
this time is not just, “‘Should we 
have nuclear power or not?”’, 
but rather, ‘“‘What are the 
alternative energy sources that 
should be actively considered in 
order to provide the necessary 
energy safely, economically, 
with minimal intrusion on the 
environment and in a timely 
manner?”’ 
Nuclear, wind, solar and tidal 
power are some of the alterna- 
tives that are now being 
considered as long-range solu- 
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Letters to the Editor cont. 
None of these alternatives 
  
should be discarded until we truly 
have a viable solution. 
Conservation does not hold f ? 
much promise in this area, so our r 
decision will have to be made ‘ 
soon whether to accept a proven We ST P 
teghnology (nuclear) or continue >’, ‘ , ia Te ad 
to search for and develop other OAR 9719 Opgn: I~ a 
alternative energy sources that, 
in the short run, may or may not we annie ‘ 
be able to supply our growing 
energy demands. NEW & USED BOOKS 
Jackson Mueller , A GENTLE PLACE > 
manager, PG&E, Eureka 
Buffalo I , 
yy , 




Our College Plan: 
h buys all the bank you need. 
4. Overdraft Protection. 
fine\& imported ‘ : 
  
 




    
Our Instant Cash helps you avoid bounced checks, 
by covering all your checks up to the limit of your 




i % and vacations. 
available BankAmericard credit. 
5. Educational Loans. 
A Bank of America specialty. Complete details are 
available from any of our Student Loan Offices. 
,. 6. Savings Accounts. 
?» Lots of plans to choose from, all provid- 
bli, ing easy ways to save up for holidays 
7. Student Representatives. 
Usually students or recent graduates 
themselves, our Reps are located at all 
our major college offices and offer 
individual help with any student 
banking or financial problems. 
Now that you know what’ in- 
cluded, why not drop by one of 
our college offices, meet your 
Student Rep, and get in on our 
College Plan. $1 a month buys 
all the bank you need. 
More Depend onus. 
college 
students do, 
G) BANKOF AMERICA 
Bank of Amenca NT&SA * Member FDIC  
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peek ah — or less, prepaid. The Lumberjack is not responsible for the content of any 
classifi a 
CHARTER FLIGHTS, Eurail 
' passes, ID cars, youth hotels, 
Ships, corimercial flights and 
| general information available at 
Associated Students Travel Ser- 
vice. Nelson Hall 119. 826-3359. 
, Would like to interview people 
MAD RIVER DANCE COOP of 
fering classes in beginning. inter 
mediate & advanced modern 
dance, beginning & intermediate 
ballet. Can enroll this week or 
next week. Childrens classes also. Nationwide College Marketing 
Call Susan Strickland at 668-5151 Services, inc., P.O. Box 1384, Ann 
for further info. Arbor, Michigan 48106. Call (313) 
who've had experiences—good or 662-1770. 
I Can e22s209 eves ns —- FOR SALE: Speaker set $40; M.D. 37 wants to get married. 
, Camera & light meter $90. Call Would like to meet attractive, 
er Senetey. Eugene Mc- 822-0747. eeecraant girl 20 to 26. If in- 
arthy is an in t can- : terested please send picture and 
seaie  mremitans. UC eeaeees vie teen tiarting, PO, ber Son’ sie' en agen Cai e elp form a loca arthy . ss. a t. $49, Los eles, Calif. 4. 
‘16 group, call Lance, 822-6803. i 88009L, Honolulu, ne 96815. 
EARN UP TO $1800 a school year 
or more posting educational 
literature on campus in spare 
time. Send name, address, phone, 
school and _ references to: 
  
   
 
  
It’s new, it’s exciting 
and we've got it! 
But whet is it? 
At ARCATA RECORDWORKS 
‘ t's the new Elton John album, 
Rock of the Westies, 
on sale for only $3.77. 
It's also new releases by John Denver, 
The Who, Paul Simon, Linda Ronstadt, 
+ Stanley Clarke, Waylon Jennings, 
Barbra Steisand, Crosby-Nash, 
Charlie Daniels, Marshal Tucker, 
and lots more. , 
At WAREHOUSE SOUND COMPANY 
it's lots of new sound equipment. 
Everything from compact stereos to entire 
PA systems at remarkably low prices. 
Drop by Arcata Recordworks and pick up 
on the new 95-page Warehouse Sound 
Company catalog, now on sale for 50! 
   
    
RECORD 
— 
WORKS    ° 
ARCATA 1620 'G’ 
822-8121 
Sove some net. Bey it. ie. Narghaure ound comeeey: 
Blithe 
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in resources major 
by Rick Hoffman 
Humboldt County has the 
largest concentration of in- 
digenous Indians in California, 
yet, in its two-and-a-half decades 
of instruction, the Natural 
Resources Division of HSU has 
graduated only one known In- 
dian. 
Robert Lake, coordinator of 
ethnic and Native American 
studies at HSU, became con-. 
cerned about the Indians’ 
aversion to an academic ap- 
proach to nature and set out to 
do something about it. 
Organization and design 
Lake has succeeded in 
organizing and_ securing 
financing for a program called 
Native American Career 
Education in Natural Resources. 
It is one-of-a-kind nationally. 
The program is designed to 
accommodate 40 to 50 students, 
and its staff, including a full- 
time director and a “traditional 
Indian leader,” is located in 
House 80 on the southeast corner 
of campus. 
C.J. Bryan, a Choctaw Indian 
and graduate of Oklahoma State 
University with a bachelor’s 
degree in forestry, is the coor- 
dinator. 
Recruitment 
“As director of this program I 
think of myself as a recruiter, 
not an educator,” Bryan said. 
‘The program is engineered to 
produce Native American 
graduates in the fields of natural 
resources, and to help them 
attain decision-making 
positions. 
“In this way we hope to 
eventually promote a certain 
responsiveness on the part of 
natural resources agencies to 
the Indian perspective in 
resources management.”’ 
Readiness 
Project workers are striving 
to get young Indians interested 
in natural resources fields. 
Developing the academic 
backgrounds of potential 
. Students in areas that are 
prerequisites to enrollment in 
the natural resources program, 
is another goal. 
Program workers have also 
contacted many resources 
agencies and have secured 
agency contracts for work-study 
employment. 
Program students will be 
placed in six-month (one- 
quarter, one summer) working 
positions that are relative to 
their fields of study. 
They will receive pay at the 
given agency rate and will ac- 
cumulate 15 units credit for 
these ‘“‘summer”’ jobs. 
Second year status 
Now in its second year, the 
Native American Natural 
Resources Program is com- 
posed of approximately 22 on- 
campus students and lists 22 
student prospects for next year. 
Bryan says that about six out- 
of-state inquiries have been 
received, one frorn as far away 
as New York. 
The program has yet to be 
absorbed into the Natural 
Resources Division or into the 
university budget. 
‘“‘We’re operating on our 
second HEW loan (for a total of 
$155,000) and have had to go 
back this year and ask for a 
third,” Bryan said. 
‘“‘We expect to be incorporated 
into the budget and the system in 
197 ad 
Student requirements 
Bryan reports directly to the 
dean of the school of natural 
resources, and students in the 
Native American program are 
required to register in regular 
courses in the natural resources 
disciplines leading to a bachelor 
of science degree. 
Students are also encouraged 
to take Native American studies 
courses to fill their elective 
course requirements and _ in- 
crease their awareness of their 
cultural heritage. 
A new class, Native American 
Perspectives in Natural 
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LAKE ARCATA—‘‘We keep the pumps going, but can’t always keep up with the rainfall,’’ says 
Ernie Reed of Caltrans. This flooding, occurring in front of the HSU campus, is a result of heavy 
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October rains. Reed 
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said that Caltrans is trying to construct a pedestrian 
bridge before the intersection is moved to 14th Street. 
Women get 
health clinic 
A clinic for women is a new 
Student Health Center service 
this quarter. 
Two specially trained nurses 
are on duty to see female patients 
who have problems particular to 
women. 
Contraceptives and sports and 
premarital physicals are avail- 
able at the clinic. 
Gonorrhea tests 
offeredat center 
The Student Health Center is 
sponsoring a Gonorrhea 
Screening Program for women. 
Women can check if they have 
gonorrhea anonymously, free, 
without a pelvic exam by picking 
up a screening kit at the HSU 
Health Center or the women’s 
center in Arcata. 
The kits should be returned 
Tuesday mornings to the 
women’s center; results of the 
test can be obtained from the 
Health Center on Thursdays. 
Indians in 
resources 
(Continued from page 6) 
Resources, was initiated this 
year as a part of the program. 
Charles Thom, Sr., a Karuk 
traditional leader, directs the 
class and conducts field trips. 
The Native American’s 
natural perspective is different 
because, as Thom puts it, ‘‘The 
Indian respects all things in 
nature.”’ 
Thom points out that the an- 
cient conservation practices of 
the Indian are as viable today as 
in the past. 
“The Indian hunts, harvests 
timber, controls fires, and 
manages soil and water in a way 
that is different, and better, than 
the way it is being done today by 
the forest service and fish and 
game,” Thom said. 
   
a HELPING hand 
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS EVERY DAY 
rlOTLINE 
llth & H_ Arcata 822-4888 
The Stimula Condom. 
Delicately ribbed to help a woman let go. 
  























that only months ago was 
dom delicately ribbed to give a woman gentle, 
urging sensations. Yet, with a shape 
thinness that let a man feel almost like he's 
wearing nothing at all. 
Now you can reach a level of sexual pleasure 
of. A con- 
Made with a new “nude” latex that transmits 
body heat instantaneously, Stimula is supremely 
sensitive. It's anatomically shaped to cling 
to the penis. And SK-70, a remarkable “dry” 
silicone lubricant works with natural secretions 
so Stimula’s —_—— patterned ribs 
can caress a woman effortlessly. 
Made . the world's largest manufacturer of 
condoms, a million have already been sold in 
Sweden and 
discreet packages. Send for your sample today. 
France. Orders are shipped in 
Stamford Hygienics Inc., Dept. KO-1 
114 Manhattan Street Stamford, Conn. 06004 
O $3 of 12 Stimula 
fap tp a peecpe frm 
Free catalog sent with either order describing 
our entire new line of erotic condoms. 
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The Lumberjack’s roving re- 
porter asked HSU women what 
they thought about and planned 
for today’s national women’s 
strike day. Here are some of the 
replies: 
“I think it’s a pretty in- 
teresting thing. I wouldn't 
go as far as to not go to 
school because of it. I 
won’t buy anything on 
’ 7 Wednesday. I kinda don’t 
488 think that everyone will do 
Ty it because nobody ever 
iy, Sets that organized’’— 
y $>", Anne Wilson, sophomore, 
, *gh% costume design. 
   
  
   
   
    
 
     
% 
“Yeah, I’d support the 
strike. I think it’s really 
good. A lot of times on jobs 
the women are discrimin- 
ated against as far as 
equality with men. I think 
something should be said 
about it”—Doria Ragland, 
sophomore, business. 
“I think a thing like this 
will certainly draw atten- 
tion. I’m chicken when it 
comes to supporting 
things like this. I love to 
see it done, but I’m a real 
chicken on my own. I 
suppose if everyone was 
doing it I'd go with the 
crowd. But I’m no 
leader'’'—Ruth Stillion, 
stage technician. 
    
Women’s needs assessed a 
by Penny Chase 
The Northcoast Women’s Cen- 
ter in Arcata is a place for women 
to be involved -- not only with 
women’s activities, but with the 
whole community. 
There is a diversity in the 
different women active in the 
center, Laura Sievert, a volun- 
teer worker said, not only in their 
ethnic backgrounds, but in their 
different attitudes toward the 
center. 
“There’s a variety of ages, 
too,’ Sievert said. “‘We have 
women involved from ages 15 to 
50.” 
“Women come from places 
where they’ve been involved with 
women’s organizations for years, 
and some of them are interested 
in specific projects, such as the 
child care center. 
Not all of them like the name 
“I’m gonna see how many 
other secretaries strike. I 
don’t feel unappreciated in 
my job, so I don’t know if 
I’m going to strike or not. 
Supporting it in some way, 
I think is important’"— 
Nancy Kelly, speech de- 
partment secretary. 
denoting their interests. ‘We 
don’t call ourselves feminists, 
which is the r term for a 
women’s libber, Sievert said. “‘In 
fact, some women don’t even like 
to be considered feminists.” 
The center, located at 1023 H 
St., in Arcata, is a nonprofit 
organization. Its goal is to assess 
the needs for women in the 
community and initiate pro- 
grams to meet those needs. 
“The goal the last five months 
has been to do a major project for 
the community,” Sievert said. 
That project is the child care 
center. 
Hard work 
“It was a lot of hard work 
involving such things as licens- 
ing, getting money for paid 
positions and hiring the teach- 
ers,’ Sievert continued. 
“I'm not sure, being a stu- 
dent, that I'd have that 
much impact just by not 
showing up for classes. I 
saw how little the war 
moratoriums did. It’s just 
kind of futile’—Celeste 
Ramsey, sophomore, 
psychology. 
‘I think it’s fine for those 
who are into it. I don’t 
think a real statement is 
being made. I think it’s 
obvious what women are 
contributing to society ... 
without having to go on 
strike’’- Adrienne Laurent, 
sophomore, speech. 
Nancy Ragir, coordinator for 
the child care center, is noted for 
contributing a major effort to get 
the initial steps. 
The child care center has a 
staff of two teachers, two aides 
and one coordinator. 
“The center is located in St. 
Alban’s Episcopal Church at 1675 Iq 
Chester Ave. in Sunny Brae. 
“We take children from 6 0 
months to 4 years old and base , 
the fees on a sliding scale, J 
dependent on the income earned s 
by the parent,” Sievert said. ‘‘We 
need 15 children per hour to f 
support ourselves and at this 
time we’re not completely full.” 
The child care center is 
conducted Monday through Fri- 
day from 7:45 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Rape is becoming a growing 








by Sally Connell 
Anelementary teaching degree men. Sh 
is not the best thing for an HSU tary deg 
woman to aspire to. dary deg 
A 1974 employment survey of Edmo 
HSU graduates shows male Creek E 
graduates are experiencing side) as 
greater success in locating Sonia ' 
teaching jobs on the elementary HSU in 
level than women. The survey educatio 
was done by the HSU Career at the Of 
Development Center. Eureka. 
Sixty-six per cent of the males 
have located elementary teach- Thoma 
ing jobs compared to 50 per cent was diff 
of the women with equal ted. She 
qualifications. any disc 
_ “Elementary schools are try- was a wi 
ing to get more males _ into “I gu 
elementary positions,’ Janice picked v 
Spicer, a 1972 HSU graduate said added. ‘‘ 
in an interview. I raised 
Males hired in social 
“Women have dominated ele- Marler 
mentary schools for so long, that from HS 
now if qualifications of two at McK 
candidates are equal, the school School (1 
will hire the male. Right now, it’s grades. ) 
a disadvantage being a female.” Hover 
Spicer has an elementary improve 
teaching degree with an English the time 
major and is presently unem- 
ployed. She said she has been “The 
both a teacher’s aide and a system \ 
substitute teacher. pay rule 
Spicer said she could under- “‘Wher 
stand favoring males for elemen- job and 
tary positions as children can wanted | 
identify with them when they are the doc 
very young. decide h 
Teaching degrees This y 
“There are so many women in put inte 
the county with teaching degrees, states a 
and nobody is hiring,” Kathy leave d 
' Edmonds, a 1972 HSU graduate, leave wi 
said. 
She said women don’t neces- _ Hover 
sarily have it any worse than ing has | 
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“There are two rape crisis 
teams now,”’ Sievert said. ‘‘One 
is on campus and one is in town.” 
Recommends carpool 
The center itself doesn’t have a 
car pool program, but Sievert 
recommends the Youth Educa- 
tional Services car pool service 
located in House 57 on campus. 
The center was started as part 
of the Center for Community 
Development by a group of 
Eureka women. The program 
started last summer, but it 
wasn’t until this fall that it got a 
facility through the Internal 
School in Arcata. 
“Things didn’t really get going 
until we got to this location,” 
Sievert said. ‘‘Now people have a 
place to come for project ideas, 
complaints. and so on. 
Among the activities the center 
is planning, is a program on 
sed at Arcata center 
assertiveness training. 
‘Assertiveness training is 
learning how to state needs in an 
assertive, yet non-aggressive 
way,”’ Sievert explained. It is a 
e-da orks lanned fi 
“wee” . ™ 
The center recently was involv- 
ed in a Liberation Conference 
sponsored by the Arcata Com- 
munity Project. 
“It went very well with almost 
200 people discussing topics such 
as fatherhood and nonsexual 
relationships,”’ Sievert said. 
The center also gives informa- 
tion and referrals about doctors, 
rides and jobs. ; 
“‘We have on-going art shows, 
consciousness raising groups and 
even a volleyball team,’’ Sievert 
said. ‘‘There’s a woman interest- 
ed in teaching self-defense 
classes if enough people sign up.” 
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men. She received her elemen- 
tary degree in 1973 and her secon- 
dary degree in 1974. 
Edmonds works at Jacoby 
Creek Elementary School (Bay- 
side) as a teacher’s aide. 
Sonia Thomas graduated from 
HSU in 1952. She majored in 
education and is a social worker 
at the Office of Social Services in 
Eureka. 
Job market 
Thomas said the job market 
was different when she gradua- 
ted. She said she never ran into 
any discrimination because she 
was a woman. 
“I guess it was because I 
picked women’s jobs,”” Thomas 
added. ‘‘I was teaching first, then 
I raised my family and now I’m 
in social work.” 
Marlene P. Hover graduated 
from HSU in 1955. She is teaching 
at McKinleyville Elementary 
School (Kindergarten, 7th and 8th 
grades.) 
Hover said the situation has 
improved for women teachers in 
the time she has been teaching. 
Equal pay 
“The school system is one 
system where you have the equal 
pay rule,”’ she said. 
“When I first had a teaching 
job and became pregnant, they 
wanted me out. Now it’s between 
the doctor and the woman to 
decide how long she can teach.” 
This year a provision has been 
put into California law which 
states a woman can save up sick 
leave days to take pregnancy 
leave with pay. 
Outlook grim, 
Hover said even though teach- 
ing has improved for women, the 
overall job outlook is pretty grim. 
“My daughter wants to be a 
teacher,” she said. ‘‘Don’t get me 
wrong, she’d make a _ great 
teacher, but because of the lack 
of jobs I say, ‘Isn’t there 
something else you can do’?”’ 
Hover said when she graduated 
from HSU, ‘“‘It was known as a 
teacher’s college. It was a good 
profession to go into.”’ 
She said out of her last five 
student teachers, three got jobs. 
Three were women who major- 
ed in physical education. She said 
one man is trying to be a lawyer 
because he couldn’t find a job. 
She doesn’t know what happened 
to the other man. 
Same problems 
Outside of teaching, Susan 
Hansen, director of the Career 
Development Office, said women 
face the same problems as men 
who are job hunting in Humboldt 
County. There aren’t any jobs to 
be found, she said. 
“In Humboldt County, jobs that 
require degrees are considerably 
less than any place else,’’ Hansen 
said. ‘‘The kind of jobs the 
lumber industry generates are 
not white-collar jobs.” 
The 1973 job survey done by the 
center shows graduates -- in and 
out of Humboldt County -- of 
different sexes receive different 
incomes. 
The average starting ncome for 
men with degrees was $665 and 
$515 for females. Sixty per cent of 
the men who answered the 
survey were employed compared 
to 40 per cent of the women. 
Hansen said her office does not 
have job titles and fields broken 
down completely by sex. 
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PROJECTS FOR WOMEN’S NEEDS—The Northcoast Women’s Center is involved in programs 
ranging from child care to solutions for problems such as hitchhiking and rape. 
Sex roles limit work search 
by Sally Connell 
HSU students often stereotype 
themselves by sex when looking 
for part-time jobs. 
Bruce C. Johnston, associate 
director of the Career Develop- 
ment Center, said it is usually 
predictable what kinds of jobs 
men and women apply to his 
office for. 
He looked over some lists of job 
applicants and pointed out that 
men usually apply for service 
station attendant and dishwasher 
jobs. Women apply for waitress 
and cashier jobs. 
Stereotypical image 
“If men and women did away 
with their own stereotypes then 
jobs would change a lot faster,” 
Johnston said. 
“We don’t discriminate in our 
referrals, but we do get those 
requests. We tell the employers 
that we won’t limit applicants. If 
they say ‘we only want men’ or 
‘we only want women,’ then we 
won’t accept the job.” 
Johnston said gas stations 
usually want men, and women 
are usually wanted for house 
care, child care and food serving. 
“There are a lot of small 
employers in the area. employers 
who have less than 25 employees 
can legally discriminaje on the 
basis of sex and they do,” 
Johnston said. 
Male applicants 
..Rod Ridout, from the Varsity 
Restaurant on the Plaza in 
Arcata, said, ‘‘I have yet to see a 
male apply for a waitress job.” 
He said the Varsity does have 
male cooks and clean-up persons. 
Johnston said it’s more com- 
mon to see a woman applying for 
a traditional male job then the 
other way around. 
“The male ego is less willing to 
change,” he said. 
Roger Grossi, from Bigfoot 
Service Station in McKinleyville, 
said he has had two women 
applicants. 
“The only bad thing about a 
female working at night out here 
is she’d be all alone. Maybe she 
could work at one of our other 
stations.”’ 
Women capable 
Grossi said he believes women 
are capable enough to handle the 
work 
A spokesman for another gas 
Station, this one in Arcata, said 
his station has a woman cashier. 
“If she has to pump gas, she 
does,’’ he said. ‘‘We have women 
apply, but they’ll only get the job 
if a cashier position is open. I 
can’t trust the public enough to 
have a female night attendant.” 
“I trust women and I know they 
can do the job.”’ 
Food experience 
Bill Mills, from the Plaza 
Gourmet, told The Lumberjack, 
“Women have usually had 
experience working with food 
before. If a guy comes in looking 
for a part-time job he’s got to be 
really into it. 
‘‘Most guys are looking to 
make a lot of money in a little 
while or are looking for a job that 
will help their career,’’ Mills 
said. 
“I think I may have had one 
man apply to wait on tables, ’’ a 
spokesperson at the Samoa 
said. ‘‘Almost all of 
our waitresses are college stu- 
dents. We have a sort of natural 
layoff in the winter. We slow 
down and college starts up,’’ she 
said. 
‘‘Almost all of our dishwashers 
are men from the college.’’ She 
said the Samoa Cookhouse also 
has a few men working in the 
kitchen. 
A woman at Uniontown Coffee- 
house in Arcata said the 
coffeeshop has mostly women 
“because women apply.”  
: 
SUBSTITUTION—A new law enables pharmacists to sub- 
stitute prescriptions with generic brands instead of name 
Law allows 
by Norm Fitch 
Legislation authored by 
Assemblyman Barry Keene (D- 
Eureka) to save California’s 
prescription drug consumer a 
possible $45 million next year, 
was signed into law recently. 
The measure permits phar- 
macists to substitute lower cost 
brands and generic compounds 
when filling prescriptions for 
brand name products. 
“Brand name products have 
been found to cost anywhere 
from 20 per cent to 1,500 per cent 
more than generic compounds 




Ray Elliott, pharmacist at 
Modern Pharmacy in Arcata, 
said pharmacists are already 
making such substitutions even 
though the law doesn’t go into 
effect until Jan. 1, 1976. 
This is possible because the 
State Board of Pharmacy 
decided to change its rules to 
bring the essence of the new law 
into effect as of July 1, 1975. 
The bill, which was opposed by 
a pharmaceutical manufacturer 
lobbying effort, will place a 
higher level of professional 
responsibility on the phar- 
macist. 
Keene pointed out the 
widespread support this bill has 
received from government 
agencies, consumer groups, 
senior citizen groups and 
pharmacists. 
The measure allows doctors to 
specifically forbid substitution 
by checking a ‘‘no substitution” 
box on the prescription form. 
Generic types 
The director of health will be 
required by law to establish and 
distribute a formulary of generic 
drug types and drug products 
which the director determines 
demonstrate’ clinically 
significant biological or 
therapeutic inequivalence, and 
which, if substituted, would pose 
a threat to the health and safety 
of patients receiving prescrip- 
tion medication. 
Elliott said although sub- 
stitutions will be made whenever 
it is possible to save the 
customer money, the lowest 
priced drugs will not always be 
chosen. 
He said that some differences 
do exist between various brands 
of certain drugs. 
Can't duplicate 
“Qne company may have a 
particular process that can’t be 
duplicated because of patents,” 
Elliott said. The purity and rate 
of absorbtion may also vary 
from brand to brand, although 
this isn’t as much of a problem 
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brands. The new law is expected to reduce drug prices 
i 
for 
consumers without reducing the quality of the prescriptions. 
drug switch 
ment quality controls were 
placed on drug production. 
“I think it’s a good law. 
Besides saving the consumer 
money, it allows me to tie up less 
money in inventory by buying 
fewer and less expensive 
brands,’’ Elliott said. 
The bill also has the support of 
most doctors in the state. A few 
doctors may still insist on no 
substitutions when writing 
prescriptions, however. 
Headley’s support 
Dr. Norman Headley, director 
of health services at HSU, 
supports the measure but says it 
won’t affect the Health Center 
because they stock most of the 
drugs they prescribe. 
The law says that the phar- 
macist shall pass on to the 
purchaser the difference in the 
acquisition cost between the 
drug prescribed and the drug 
dispensed, exclusive of the 
pharmacists’ professional fee. 
The law will not affect the profit 
of the pharmacist. 
The Medi-Cal Program has 
saved approximately $22.5 
Counseling video 
tape scheduled 
Video tapes on family coun- 
seling will be shown on Monday, 
Nov. 3 at 5 p.m. in NR 101. 
The tapes are by Dr. Oscar 
Christensen, University of 
Arizona. 
Jewish students 
to hold meeting 
An organizational meeting will 
be held tomorrow from 7:30 - 
9:30 p.m. in NH 120 for students 
interested in organizing a 
Jewish Student Union. 
SEQUOIA AUTO 
SUPPLY CO. — 
889 9th St., Arcata 
822-2411 
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million a year by requiring the 
same prescription substitution 
practices, Keene said. 
“I do not believe it is either 
wise or proper for the state to 
deny the private consumer 
access to a cost-saving device it 
employs in its own programs,” 
the Assemblyman said. 
Name on bottle 
Another law that is already in 
effect requires that the company 
producing a drug put its name on 
the bottle, even if marketed 
through another company. This 
has shown that some companies 
will produce a drug that is 
marketed under different 
brands at different prices. 
Elliott says although the price 
of some brand drugs is out of 
line, the companies are entitled 
to some variation in price to 
cover research costs incurred in 
producing more effective forms 
of drugs. 
Elliott said saving the con- 
sumer money is not the only 
purpose served by the bill. He 
said if a patient brings in a 
prescription from out of town for 
a brand of drug not in stock, 
there could be a long delay in 
filling the prescription, unless a 
substitution could be made. 
“The most important thing is 
that the patient receives the 
medication that he needs,” said 
Elliott. 
Doctors don’t know what the 
drugs they are prescribing will 
cost the patient, Elliott said. 
Pharmacists must keep up on 
the latest drug research and 
information, he added. 
Keene said, ‘‘It is time that we 
recognize the necessity of in- 
cluding pharmacists as full 
partners in meeting the health 
care needs of our citizens.” 
Drop rule 
explained 
Any student who decides to 
drop a class after the second 
week of school has to come up 
with a ‘‘serious and compelling”’ 
reason for doing so, William C. 
Arnett, HSU registrar said. 
The reason for this, Arnett 
said, “Is so teachers will know 
how many people are actually 
serious about the class, and how 
many openings will be available 
for those waiting to add.”’ 
Arnett explained, “This isn’t 
really a new policy. It has just 
been revised by the Council of 
Academic Deans from a three- 
week to a two-week drop period. 
Also, the serious and compelling 
rea-ons must now be stated in 
writing.” 
Just what a ‘“‘serious and 
compelling’’ reason is has yet to 
be determined. 
“It’s up to the individual 
teacher to decide if a student has 
a valid reason for dropping a 
class,”’ Arnett said. 
The teacher who believes the 
reason is not good enough is not 
required to sign the drop card. In 
that case, the student will 
receive no credit for the class. 
Any student who thinks he has 
been unfairly denied a drop by a 
teacher may go to the campus 
ombudsman, Earl W. Menewea- 
ther and ask him to negotiate 
with the teacher. 
“Students with a valid reason 
for requesting a drop should not 
be denied one,’’ Meneweather 
said. ‘‘But, if there is a 
disagreement between a student 
and teacher on what is a ‘valid’ 
reason, we will try and settle the 
problem.” 
Correction 
Three errors appeared in the 
gun room story of last week’s 
Lumberjack. 
Ed Simmons, associate dean 
for student resources, not Joe 
Risser, said that guns were fired 
between Redwood and Sunset 
Halls. Also, it was omitted that 
these incidents occurred before 
the existence of any gun room, 
new or old. 
A student did fire a shotgun in 
his Cypress Hall room last year, 
but the blast did not penetrate the 
floor. 
University Police Department 
Sgt. James Hulsebus, not Risser 
said this student had just 
returned from a hunting trip. 
a ~ 
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NEW IMAGE—The Marching Lumberjacks, shown during last 
7 ge 
“es ay 
by Lori Onstenk 
Native Americans continue in 
their opposition to the 
development of a connecting 
section in the Gasquet-Orleans 
(G.O.) Koad. 
They believe it would disturb a 
sacred Indian religious area 
used by the Yurok, Tolowa and 
Karuk tribes, and even a detour 
7, of this section would not solve 
~ the situation. 
“Noise can’t be detoured,”’ 
“4 Bobby Lake, ethnic studies 
« 
Saturday’s HSU-Davis football game, have apparently changed 
their style of half-time entertainment this year. Often criticized 
in the past for their shows which offended some spectators, the 
band is trying to establish a new image this year. 
Band alters image 
to ease criticisms 
by Guy Smith 
The Marching Lumberjacks, 
HSU’s spirited marching band, 
is changing its image. 
Paul Glazer, a senior natural 
resources major and general 
manager for the Marching 
Lumberjacks, said the band has 
received negative feedback over 
the past few years from mem- 
bers of the community, the 
college and members of the band 
concerning precentation of 
material. 
Glazer said this criticism 
resulted in part from, ‘‘a lack of 
control concerning verbal ut- 
terances from members of the 
band.” 
Negative comments 
The band is still getting 
negative comments about long 
john uniforms they wore in a 
Homecoming parade two years 
ago, he said. 
“Long johns are very ap- 
propriate for this climate,’ 
Glazer noted. ‘‘It just so hap- 
pened that it was warm enough 
not to have to wear anything 
over them.” 
Glazer said when the band 
performed in Hawaii they wore 
specially altered boxer shorts. 
The trunks were appropriate for 
the 90 degree weather and as 
modest as what many in the 
crowd were wearing, he said. 
Glazer said they were ex- 
cellently received, but even so, 
the band got a small amount of 
feedback on their dress. 
The band is striving to 
eliminate material that might 
possibly offend audiences, 
Glazer said. 
“‘We’re being very, very 
careful to insure that our humor 
is good and inoffensive,”’ he 
continued. ‘‘The humor is more 
subtle now. That’s the major 
difference. People will have to 
think more.”’ 
A policy has been disallowing 
any obscene utterances. 
“The change is the concern we 
have toward the community,” 
Glazer said. ‘“‘We’re not out to 
offend the people. We’re out to 
help the school. 
More feedback 
“We're more receptive to 
feedback now. We're seeking out 
comments. We're making 
ourselves public. 
‘People change over the 
years. You have to change with 
them. 
The band has always felt it 
was putting on shows that 
pleased most people,” he said. 
Glazer said the band is the 
most unique of any he’s seen and 
says the band wants to stay that 
way. 
“Most of the things we do are 
unique to Humboldt,” he said 
“Even our march is special. 
“The band is treméndously 
impromptu and flexible.It stands 
out at a parade as enjoyable to 
watch. Half times aren't going to 
be like reruns of ‘Ozzie and 
Harriet,’ ” 
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teacher, said. “Nor can the 
effects of people who use the 
road. 
“We don’t want a mecca of 
people going up there.” The 
religious power is not to be 
tampered with, he added. 
“You don’t have to be a 
believer, but you can suffer from 
it,’ Yurok doctor Calvin Rube 
said at a talk about the G.O. 
Road. 
Peak of controversy 
The G.O. Road reached a peak 
of controversy last year when a 
public hearings drew crowds of 
citizens from both sides of the 
issue. 
An organization called, “This 
Land is Sacred,” was formed by 
Lake and others to raise money 
to educate the public about the 
road and why the Native 
Americans want to stop it. 
Many important religious 
ceremonies take place in the 
solitude of the area near the final 
section of the G.O. Road. 
A Native American student at 
HSU who forsees the destruction 
of this area as a religious place 
said, “If that road goes through, 
it will be the death of the Tolowa 
people.” 
Recent development 
A recent development in the 
issue is a meeting of Abby 
Abinanti of California Indian 
Jung film slated 
A 90-minute color film on poet 
Carl Jung will be shown on 
Monday, Nov. 3 at 4, 7 and 9 p.m. 
in the UC Multipurpose Room. 
“The Story of C.G. Jung”’ is 
sponsored by Options, a non- 
profit organization in Arcata. 
Admission is $1 for students and 
$2, general admission. 
A discussion with Susan Arm- 
strong, of the philosophy 
department, is scheduled at 5:30 
soil mix. pots books 
fine indoor greenery 
-11th and H streets, Arcata 
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Legal Services, and Francia 
Welker of the Sierra Club Legal 
Defense Fund, with the head of 
the forest service in Washington, 
D.C., on Nov. 7th. 
The main issue, according to 
the Siskiyou Mountains 
Resources Council (SMRC), will 
be an appeal that was filed 
regarding the Dillon Fling 
section of the road, which has 
not been constructed. 
The appeal says the forest 
service will be in violation of 
their own rules and the National 
Environmental Policy Act if 
they proceed with construction 
of this section. 
Pressure results 
An AMRC spokesman said 
pressure resulting. from this 
appeal was probably the cause 
of the reexamination of the G.O. 
Road construction layout. 
Geologists found many 
“geological hazards’’ that will 
have to be improved, raising the 
more than $2.4 million estimated 
cost of the road. 
This report was done in 
August. The original En- 
vironmental Impact Report, 
which found no hazards of any 
kind, was approved in July 1974. \ 
All but about three to four 
miles of the road will be built. 
The compromise reached by 
Sierra Club lawyers and forest 
service lawyers allows con- 
struction up to the South Spur 
Road to a point called Flint 
Valley Timber Sale. 
Timber blocks 
Timber is sold by the forest 
service in blocks to the timber 
companies to log. Only 
“roadless areas’’ are protected 
from this logging. Two such 
areas are on either side of the - 
G.O. Road. SMRC expressed 
concern about whether they will 
remain roadless for long. 
Many people believe con- 
struction of the road is providing 
employment. SMRC said all the 
logging in the area will go to 
Crescent City mills only. 
“Every person on unem- 
ployment in California could 
have a job cleaning up the mess 
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Sacred grounds threatened 
  
    weno ee ‘ the lumber companies have 
made through the years,”” Lake 
said. 
‘We don’t even have highways 
as good as the G.O. Road in most 
of Humboldt County,” he added. 
Two laws 
Lake said he told the forest 
service they, “‘are breaking two 
laws — the law of the land, of the 
creator,’’ and the _ First 
Amendment which grants 
religious freedom. 
“‘We have been ripped off by 
the roots of our heritage and 
culture,” he said. He added that 
traditional Indian leaders are 
not being listened to because 
they, “‘can’t verify things with 
the scientific method.” 
The Native Americans, among 
others, want the area to become 
a wilderness area, possibly with 
a special stipulation to protect 
religious grounds. 
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Faculty evaluation nearer 
by Jeff Levine 
Instructional evaluations have 
moved one step closer to being 
realized at HSU. 
The Student Legislative 
Council (SLC) requested the 
appointment of a faculty 
member to an evaluations 
committee during last Thur- 
sday’s meeting. | 
SLC passed a r solution which 
said a faculty member could 
greatly increase the ef- 
fectiveness of the SLC’s In- 
structional Evaluations Com- 
mittee. 
HSU groundsman 
dies at age 72 
A retired HSU groundskeeper, 
John Ear! Osborn II, died from a 
heart attack early Sunday morn- 
ing at his home in Redding. He 
was 72 years old. 
Osborn, who worked at the 
university for eight years, is 
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The faculty member would be 
appointed by the Academic 
Senate. 
Money allocated 
Three hundred dollars were 
recently allocated to pay for a 
committee coordinator and 
program operating expenses. 
Plans for the evaluations are 
moving slowly but progress is 
being made. 
The SLC also passed a motion 
instructing Associated Student 
(AS) President David Kalb to 
ask the Instructionally Related 
Activities (IRA) Committee to 
return excess funds. The IRA 
committee was recently given 
$13,000 in unexpected state 
funds. 
The SLC is going to ask for the 
return of money it has funded 
IRA programs with. The council 
asked that programs be funded 
at the same level as 1973-74 
funding plus inflationary costs. 
Kalb said this should cost $3,000 
to $4,000 and he will ask for the 
return of the rest. 
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An amendment was added to 
this motion expressing concern 
over lack of student represen- 
tation on th IRA committee. 
There is only one student serving 
on the committee. 
During the meeting Kalb 
appointed Donna Hawthorne to 
fill a vacancy on the council. 
Hawthorne, a senior natural 
resources planning major, was 
defeated in her campaign for 
council last spring. 
Hawthore said she sought the 
appointment because, ‘There 
were a lot of people who wanted 
representation and weren’t 
getting it.” 
Hawthorne joins  coun- 
cilmembers Laura Pierce, Gary 
Berrigan and Stephen King as 
Kalb appointees on the council. 
Other action 
In other action: 
— The SLC recognized the 
formation of five new clubs. 
They are the, HSU Women’s 
Intercollegiate Booster Club, 
HSU Archers, Humboldt Bay 
Rowing Club, Sports Coor- 
dinating Council, Jewish Student 
Union and the Redwood Union of 
the Sword. 
— Councilmember Marilyn 
Taylor was appointed to 




Bernie Lockhart, 55, a 
custodian at HSU, died last 
Friday at 10 a.m. 
The cause of death was un- 
determined, although he 
recently was released from the 
hospital following surgery. 
A native of South Fork, 
Lockhart had lived in Humboldt 
County for the past 20 years. He 
was a veteran of World War II. 
He worked several years for 
the Humboldt Scaling Bureau 
before becoming employed at 
HSU. He worked in the main- 
tenance department here for 
three years. 
He is survived by a daughter, 
Patti Ray of McKinleyville, a 
son, Ronald Butts of 
Bloomington, Calif. and four 
grandchildren. 
Private services were held at 
Chapel of the Redwoods Mon- 
day. Public visitations were 






The parking shortage here has aroused some activism 
from at least one faculty member. Jason McLoney, chair- 
man of the industrial arts department, says he was forced to 
miss time on the job because he could not find a place to 
park last Wednesday. Facing the same problem of no 
faculty spaces Tuesday after driving through three lots, 
McLoney said he parked in a half-full student lot where he 
was cited for a sticker violation. He said on top of paying the 
fine, the judge was d that so many parking 
violations are crowding the court and asked McLoney, ‘‘Why 
don’t you do something about that situation?”’ 
Judge Ronald Rowland, who found McLoney guilty, said 
the parking shortage is a problem that belongs to HSU; 
however, he is the one that must field the complaints. He 
said HSU is not doing all it could to solve the problem. 
He said $14,273 have been collected in the last year from 
parking violations. 
“Every year I wait for the university’s solution that they 
promise for fall quarter, but it never comes,” Rowland said. 
“It’s simply a case of poor planning.” 
He said HSU has been asking for a fine increase, which he 
is against because it would not be a step toward a solution. 
After talking with Judge Rowland, McLoney and in 
previous interviews with President McCrone, it is my im- 
pression that this is one area where HSU truly has been 
‘sitting on its hands.’ Individuals like McLoney are 
frustrated by the problem and, like Judge Rowland, are 
tired of waiting for action from the college. 
promotion rumor denied. . . 
Rumors from faculty sources that the promotion criteria 
here may now have a stronger emphasis on how much an 
instructor has published recently were dispelled by 
President McCrone and Chairman of the Faculty Promotion 
Committee, Bill Anderson. McCrone said that scholarly 
activities (publishing articles in their fields) are more of a 
criteria at research institutions such as U C Berkeley, than 
here. Anderson said HSU has a four-point promotion criteria 
which includes scholarly activities, service to the univer- 
sity, service to the community and most importantly 
teaching effectiveness. 
Watergate judge may toss hat... 
A national committee to draft Judge John ‘‘Watergate”’ 
Sirica for president has taken root here in Arcata headed by 
local publishing executive Pat Hanratty. The committee is 
mailing letters for possible support to prominent persons 
who are politically noncommitted, Hanratty said. 
He named former Sen. “Uncle” Sam Ervin, Sen. Wicker, 
Loretta King, Francis “Godfather” Coppola and former 
Gov. Tom McCall of Oregon as recipients. Hanratty said the 
ticket will probably be Ford vs. Humphrey in '76 unless the 
democrats can come up with a candidate the American 
people can believe in. 
He said Humphrey, while being a qualified candidate, 
would probably talk his way to defeat as usual. 
The committee seems very serious in its bid to draft the 
71-year-old judge to run in the ‘76 primaries. 
Mayor Sam Sacco of Eureka attended the first 
organizational meeting of the committee two weeks ago. 
Sacco said he attended more out of curiosity than anything 
else but called Sirica ‘‘a hell of a good American” and a good 
choice for president in ‘76. 
Hanratty said the judge’s age would be a major liability, 
but once the American people get to see him, and see how 
active he is, the good health and quality of Sirica as a can- 
didate for president will show through. He says if Sirica had 
his way, former President Nixon would be in jail. 
The committee is aware, Hanratty said, that professional 
politicians make it difficult to get any candidate on the ballot 
who is not a product of the party machinery. “‘But if all of us 
speak in a loud voice, we can overcome them. Our com- 
mittee feels that we can ask Judge Sirica to declare his 
candidacy — — present him with evidence that he 
has widespr public s rt by petitions he 
assume this Guncnious Fageeniiity,” fanaley sail 
bits ‘n’ pieces... 
Youth Educational Services (YES), is sponsoring a 
number of community programs . . . one that I will mention 
this week is the legal information and referral service. They 
can give general information about small claims court 
procedures, tenant-landlord problems, divorce procedure, 
workshops and local attorneys. 
Senate Bill 1153 . . . would prohibit the use of evidence, 
seized in violation of certain constitutional ts to privacy, 
from persons renting or leasing rooms on college campuses 
... Signed by Gov. Brown. 
... Two bills are awaiting Brown’s signature which would 
require equal expenditures for male and female sports (holy 





Dentist to conduct program 
by Jean Lebbert 
The Preventive Dentistry 
Program, soon to be im- 
plemented at HSU, is ‘‘one of the 
most significant moves the 
Health Center has made,” Dr. 
Norman C. Headley, Health 
Center director, said in a recent 
interview. 
The first meeting of the 
program will be Nov. 3 at 7:30 
p.m. in the Health Center. It is 
open to all students. 
The program, headed by Dr. 
Frank M. Wall, will offer 
preventive health in the form of 
nutritional counseling, oral 
hygiene training and oral 
examinations. 
Student oriented 
“We want it to be student 
oriented,” said Wall. “It is not a 
hard sell program. We want to 
be available to students to meet 
their needs.” 
According to Headley, who has 
been the key innovator in ef- 
fecting the program at HSU, 
there are only two other cam- 
  
   
. 
RUNNING WILD—Wild horses, which have allegedly over grazed range lands in Nevada, have 
puses in California, Cal Poly at 
San Luis Obispo and the 
University of California at San 
Diego, that have similar 
programs. 
Wall said that in 1963 when he 
began his six-year-old practice 
in Fortuna, Humboldt County 
was ‘“‘a disaster area’’ as far as 
oral education end care were 
concerned but that the problem 
is “less per capita now.” 
Wall is ‘‘very optimistic’’ 
about the program. 
‘“There’s no question in my 
mind that it will go,” he said 
“It’s just a matter of time. 
Receptive group 
“As a group, students seem 
much more receptive than 
nonstudents.”’ 
Headley described the 
program as an extension of the 
educational concept. It is, ‘not 
just treating people but trying to 
educate them so they can take 
care of themselves,” he said. 
Wall plans to use student help, 
‘“‘as much as possible.’’ Students 
from various , it is 
hoped, will be trained to counsel 
on a one-to-one basis. 
“Peer counseling is very 
important in a program like this 
one,” Wall added. 
He also expressed hopes of 
offering employment to a few 
students. 
Lost teeth 
“Statistics show that if you 
lose your teeth you shorten your 
life expectancy by 11 years,” 
said Sara D. Traphagen, Wall’s 
assistant in the program. 
Traphagen is a home 
economics graduate from San 
Jose State. She has worked for 
the past three months assisting a 
Eureka dentist. 
“People are naive about what 
their body needs,” Traphagen 
said. “By doing something for 
people so they can do something 
for themselves preventive 




created considerable controversy in the state. This picture was taken in Stone Cabin Valley in 
central Nevada. 
Horses fate undecided 
(Continued from page 1) 
survey the land and the social 
behavior of the horses during 
this time period. 
“It seems like they could have 
rounded up 100 or 200 horses this 
year, researched the effects of 
this drop-off and rounded up the 
rest next year if they decide it’s 
necessary,’”’ Green said. 
Rancher pressures 
Instead of scientifically 
handling the situation, the BLM 
fell to the pressures of ranchers 
to act immediately, said David 
Kitchen, HSU wildlife teacher. 
It was through Kitchen that 
the Greens received the $2,200 
grant from the American Horse 
money, they spent three and a 
half months in Stone Cabin 
Valley. 
Their study included 
analyzing plants in the area, 
studying fecal samples of horses 
eo 
and cattle, and 270 hours of 
social behavioral data on the 
horses. They also ran weekly 
census counts of the horses. 
They haven’t reached any 
solid conclusions yet because 
they want to continue their study 
this winter. 
“The range showed obvious 
signs of over-grazing,”’ Green 
said. ‘But it’s been over-grazed 
for the past 90 years.” 
Ms. Green said the wild horse 
population of the area in 1971, 
the year the Wild Horse and 
Burro Protective Act was 
signed, was only about 250. 
They believe past mismanage- 
ment by ranchers, plus BLM’s 
failure to regulate the area, are 
to blame for the poor land 
condition. 
poor land condition. 
Even if the ranchers’ cattle 
aren’t totally to blame, the 
Ce 
Greens believe illegal horse 
dealing by ranchers in the past 
may be another reason. 
“‘Most people think these wild 
horses are all mustangs,’’ said 
Green. ‘‘They aren’t. All of these 
horses are domestic.” 
“In the early 1900’s the ran- 
chers would buy domestic horses 
and send them out on the range 
with the wild mustangs. Once a 
year they’d round up the 
yearlings and sell them to the 
U.S. Calvary.” 
“In later years they'd round 
them up and sell them for dog 
food.” 
The 1971 law ended this, but a 
loophole in the law allows 
branded tamed domestics and 
their offspring to be rounded up. 
Usually all offspring are at least 
half wild since ranchers only set 
branded mares loose on the 
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DOT'’S DRIVE-INN 
Open 24-hours-a-dey, 
Breekfest 2 a.m. 
Chocolete & Vanilla Soft ice Cream Cones. . 
1901 Heindon Reed —_ Orders to Go 
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Off Janes Road 
7 deys-e-week. . 
to 10 e.m. 
Delicious Hamburgers 
      im HOURS: !!-¢. 
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Frat st© 
Dried Fruit and Nuts 
Beans + Grains « Flour 
Oils + Seeds 
Spices + Teas » Herbs 
Beer « Wine - Cheese 
Breads + Cookies 
Soap + Shampoo « Salt 
Organic Produce 
Natural Vitamins 
Various Wood Stoves and 
Lamps + Used Guitars 
Used Tools + Gifts « Books   
  
Collectables 
AND ITALIAN D 
1563 “G” St. 
Fashion and Accessories 
Fabric and Lace ~Also 
Objects of Art, 
MON PYRTE 
LOCATE D INSIDE 
HUMBOIDT HOUSE 
ANTIOQUES in OLD TOWN 
bOS‘F’ST FUREKA 
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Arcata 
Italian Dinners Served Nightly 
In the Dining Room 
From Five to Nine 
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   Balf-Pound Bamburgers— 20 Varieties 
Homemade Soups, Salads, Veggie Specials 
Tt AM to 10 PM 
Champagne Sunday Brunch 
10 AM to 2:30 PM 
Breakfast in the Cate— 7 AM Daily 
“Greate your own omelet’ 
Dine and Dance to Live Bands 
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BAY POLLUTION—Humboldt Bay, a victim of organic and industrial contamination, is still at a 
low level of detrimental pollution, according to local experts. This commercial dump is shown on 
the perimeter of the bay. 
Pollution level low in bay 
by Greg Combs 
Compared to areas of higher 
industrial and human impact, 
Humboldt Bay is ‘‘still relatively 
clean,’’ James Gast, HSU ocean- 
ography teacher, said. 
“Pollution in Humboldt and 
Arcata Bay, as a detrimental 
influence, is still at a low level,” 
Gast said. 
There is some contamination, 
however, because, ‘‘People live 
about the bay,’’ Gast said. 
High organic content 
Humboldt Bay has a high 
organic content which stems 
from natural and man-made 
sources, according to Robert 
Rasmussen, HSU botany profes- 
sor and vice president of 
Environmental Research Consul- 
tants, Inc., of Arcata. 
The greatest amount of man- 
made contamination comes 
mainly from the upper reaches of 
some local streams. 
These streams carry wood 
trash and untreated sewage into 
the bay, according to Rasmus- 
sen. He added that outhouses or 
inadequate septic tank facilities 
contribute a sizeable amount ot 
human waste to these streams. 
Jacoby Creek was cited as an 
example. quality and change the location of 
Other sources of organic 
wastes are leach fields and 
grazing pastures. They contri- 
bute organic wastes during flood 
periods, but Rasmussen termed 
them as ‘“‘not too dangerous.”’ 
There is also treated effluent 
being discharged into the bay 
from the Arcata oxidation ponds, 
three Eureka sewage plants and 
the College of the Redwoods 
treatment facility, said Gast. 
However, the level of treat- 
ment differs at the facilities. 
Rasmussen said the Arcata 
sewage plant uses secondary 
treatment and the discharge 
from the facility is ‘‘quite clean.” 
He said they sanitize the water 
with a chlorine treatment and 
then dechlorinate it prior to 
discharge into the bay. 
Outdated systems 
Eureka is under heavy pres- 
sure from the State Board of 
Health and the State Water 
Quality Board, Rasmussen said. 
“These systems are outdated and 
overloaded affecting operational 
efficiency.” 
The area as a whole, Rasmus- 
sen stated, is under mandate to 
go to a regional sewage treat- 
ment system to improve the 
 
effluent discharge in line with re- 
quirements of the Regional 
Water Quality Control Board. 
“They want it out of the bay 
and into the ocean,’’ Rasmussen 
said. 
Some professional people in the 
area believe this would be a 
mistake. They agree the quality 
should be improved but it 
shouldn’t be discharged directly 
into the ocean. 
Mixing rate 
According to Rasmussen, the 
mixing rate of the discharge is 
better in the bay than in the 
ocean. Plant and animal life in 
the bay are accustomed to large 
influxes of fresh water and 
organic matter as well. 
Sources of inorganic wastes in 
the bay are petroleum products 
from ships and boats, storm 
drain run-off, wood products 
waste, thermal contamination 
and chemical compounds from 
agricultural fields, Gast said. « 
There are occasional oil spills, 
but, according to Rasmussen, the 
Coast Guard cleans the surface of 
the bay quickly. ‘‘There is good 
control over petroleum wastes in 
the bay, keeping the problem to a 
minimum.” 
(Continued on page 15)
   
Salvage woman 
Couple runs junkyard 
by Jill Simon 
Behind all the rows of old toilet 
bowls, rusted auto parts, used 
stoves, dusty lamps and other 
obscure paraphernalia at Arcata 
Salvage looms a very enterpris- 
ing and lucrative business. 
Sherrel Connor’ and her hus- 
band Doug, have run the junk 
yard as partners for about three 
years. 
“I started working here be- 
cause I was tired of sitting at 
home and just being a house- 
wife,”” Ms. Connor, 27, said. ‘I 
first started to come in and just 
help out around the place. Then 
we went into a partnership. 
‘Got it together’ 
“I feel a husband-wife partner- 
ship is the best way to work. It 
was originally Doug’s idea. I love 
it. Now I feel needed. That is 
what it is all about. We’ve got it 
so together.” 
“T’d rather have her home in 
the kitchen where she belongs, 
Connors, 28, said about the 
arrangement. ‘‘No, really, I like 
having her work here.’’ 
The Connors, who are residents 
of Fieldbrook, have been married 
for eight years and have two 
daughters, Tiffany, 7, and Fan- 
tasy, 3. 
Standing among a pile of rusted 
auto parts, Ms. Connor said, ‘I 
love working here. Sometimes it 
gets boring, but I feel good about 
doing something.”’ 
She said she used to be a 
secretary, but didn’t like working 
in an office. 
“Occasionally I get hassled, 
but it is usually from people 
trying to steal something, or who 
give us a hard time about the 
prices,’’ she said. ‘‘We try to give 
people a bargain. 
‘When I first started working 
here, I’d end up going home in 
tears because of all the back-talk 
I would get from some of the 
men. But I’ve become a lot 
harder since then. 
“I just tell them to go 
elsewhere if they don’t like our 
prices.” 
Nice customers 
“But most of the customers 
that come in are just so nice. 
“‘Some men are a bit shocked to 
see a woman working at what has 
been traditionally called a man’s 
job,” she added. 
“I get a lot of hassle, especially 
from older men whe say it is not 
good for a woman to work at such 
a job,” Ms. Connor continued. 
“They say it will hurt my insides. 
I just laugh when I hear those 
things.” 
Previous owner 
Connor began by working for 
the previous owner of Arcata 
Salvage, Dick Latimer. Latimer 
was killed about three years ago. 
The Connors then bought the 
place from Latimer’s widow. 
“We paid $5,000 and have made 
our money back many times 
over,” Ms. Connor said. 
Most of the stuff they sell at the 
junk yard is purchased from flea 
markets and junk sales or by 
people who come in and sell their 
old belongings. 
“‘We usually go to San 
Francisco to buy things at the 
flea markets or get things from 
condemned houses,’”’ Ms. Connor 
said. 
Doubled price 
“We usually sell things for 
double the price. If we buy a lamp 
for two dollars, we try and sell it 
for four.” 
She then glanced around the 
room with its piles of dusty books 
and records and added, ‘‘We’re 
very low on stock right now. 
We're going to have to get some 
more things in.”’ 
Bay ‘still relatively clean’ 
(Continued from puge 14) 
State studies of two to three 
years ago showed evidence of 
heavy lead and chromium depos- 
= in the bottom sediments of the 
y. 
The lead is believed to 
originate from streets, parking 
lots and highways. Rain washes 
the lead, deposited by automo- 
biles, into storm drains which 
empty into the bay, Gast said. 
According to Rasmussen, chro- 
mium plating plants located here 
at one time are believed to be the 
source of those deposits in the 
bay. 
Waste water 
Heavy discharges of waste 
water from plywood mills may be 
termed ‘‘not good,’’ according to 
Gast, but there is no real 
evidence to that effect. 
Pulp mill waste water is 
discharged to the ocean through 
pipes up to 3,000 feet long. 
Currents can push the effluent 
back into the bay, but there is ‘‘no 
reason to suspect any severe 
problems,’’ Rasmussen said. 
Gast agreed, adding, ‘‘As long 
as the pipes don’t break.” 
Thermal pollution 
Thermal pollution from the 
Pacific Gas and Electric Co., 
nuclear power plant at King 
Salmon is localized, Gast said. It 
has a minimal influence because 
the bay rapidly dilutes it. There is 
also a very low level of 
radioactive material discharged 
by the plant. 
According to Rasmussen, ‘‘not 
much is known’’ about the 
possibilities of radioactive con- 
tamination, because ‘research 
hasn’t been done in the scope 
needed to really pin down any 
problems. We do know that the 
heated water improves fishing 
near the discharge outiet.”’ 
Fertilizer, insecticide and her- 
bicide wastes are present in the 
bay, but the level of these wastes 
is undetermined, Gast said. 
Marine life 
It is not known how the various 
marine life in the bay is affected 
by effluent discharge. 
“There is no direct evidence 
showing any specific organism 
being eliminated as a result of 
water quality,’’ Gast said. 
Nutrients contributed by sew- 
age treatment plants and agricul- 
tural lands add to the nutrient 
budget of the bay with possible 
beneficial results. 
Gast said the added nutrients 
“could increase the productivity 
and ability of the bay to support 
more life than it would other- 
wise.”’ 
The bay will handle a lot of 
nutrient matter without detri- 
mental effects, Rasmussen said. 
Oysters and clams 
Commercial oyster and clam 
operations in the bay can be 
affected by high bacterial levels, 
but state and local health 
agencies keep a close watch on 
the bay to control this problem, 
he added. 
The meaning of the word 
pollution is partly a legal one in 
California -- a discharged sub- 
stance has to hurt something to 
qualify as pollution. 
Ombudsman involved in 
minority recruitment plan 
by Kim Rabau 
Minority recruiting is becom- 
ing one of the main issues of 
concern to Earl Meneweather, 
HSU ombudsman. 
Meneweather, an HSU gradu- 
ate, is involved in a program to 
recruit minorities, Minority Out- 
reach, which began this quarter. 
Meneweather said there are 
less than 400 minority students 
enrolled at HSU this quarter. 
He blames this on many 
parents of minority students who 
don’t understand how to go 
through the bureaucracy to get 
their children in college. Other 
problems are adjusting to a new 
campus with few minorities, and 
finances. 
Meneweather believes that 
recruiting can’t be done by 
letters alone. He plans to make a 
few trips to areas in California 
that have large minority popula- 
tions, such as Oakland and the 
Los Angeles area. 
As ombudsman, Meneweather 
has other tasks to accomplish. He 
serves as an impartial arbitrator, 
without power, between the 
student and the institution. 
Meneweather, star athlete at 
HSU from 1936-41, is starting his 
fourth year as ombudsman. 
His functions include receiving, 
processing and assisting in the 
settlement of complaints and 
grievances of students, faculty, 
administrators, support staff and 
the community. 
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PARTNERSHIP—Tired of her role as a housewife, 27-year-old 
Sherrel Connor now runs a local junk yard with her husband. 
Ms. Connor ‘‘just laughs” at men who remark about her doing a 
man’s job. 
Hrey 
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AROUND END—Four HSU players are shown chasing UC Davis halfback Rick Hamilton during 
Saturday’s 20-10 loss to the Aggies. The Lumberjacks are Phil Klaus (58), Mark Snyder (59), 
Mitch King (73) and Bill Leitelt (79). 
‘Jacks’ title hopes smashed 
by Pat O’Hara 
With dreams of championships 
and post-season play shattered, a 
subdued HSU football team will 
finish its remaining games on the 
road. 
The hopes of the 1975 Lumber- 
jacks were crushed by a 
well-prepared UC Davis squad 
20-10 last Saturday. Humboldt 
will attempt to pick up the pieces 
next Saturday at 1 p.m. with a 
Far Western Conference (FWC) 
game against San Francisco 
State. 
Following that game the ’Jacks 
will visit Santa Clara and Chico 
State, to complete their season. 
Season ended 
In reality, Humboldt’s season 
ended last Saturday, and it ended 
in nightmarish fashion. The 
nightmare began early Saturday 
morning with a heavy rainstorm 
which turned the Redwood Bowl 
field into a quagmire. 
Then UC Davis arrived and 
spoiled the HSU Homecoming by 
seeming more at home in the 
Humboldt County mud than the 
Lumberjacks. 
’ Defensively, the Aggies ap- 
peared superior by shutting off 
HSU’s inside running game, a 
strong point of the Jacks earlier 
in the season. Davis allowed only 
86 yards on the ground, while 
Humboldt had been averaging 
174 yards per game. 
HSU halfback Dave Sharp, the 
conference’s leading rusher, was 
forced out of the game in the first 
half with a back injury. 
‘Green Chain’ 
The Lumberjacks’ defense, 
dubbed ‘‘The Green Chain,’’ 
seemed to have some weak links 
Saturday. Aggie quarterback 
Jim Speck converted crucial 3rd 
down situations with ease and his 
two touchdown runs were all the 
offense Davis needed. 
But the real weakness for the 
Lumberjacks was the kicking 
game. Outside of a blocked punt  
in the first quarter, which led to 
Rich Spinas’ 30-yard field goal, 
the ’Jacks were dominated by the 
Davis specialty teams. 
“Our specialty teams really 
broke down,’’ red-eyed Coach 
Bud Van Deren said in the locker 
room after the game. ‘Our 
kicking game coverage and a 
fumbled punt really cost us the 
game. Between the kicking game 
and our inability to maintain ball 
control, it was a poor perform- 
ance.”’ z 
Scoring drive 
Humboldt sustained only one 
scoring drive during the game. 
That drive consisted almost 
entirely of quarterback Steve 
Kincanon’s passing. 
The 10-play, 80-yard drive 
ended with Rich Spinas’ diving 
catch of a Kincanon pass. That 
play, and the successful conver- 
sion, tied the score at 10-10, and 
breathed hope into the nearly 
5,000 fans who sat through 
constant rain to see the game. 
When Humboldt’s defense 
forced the Aggies to punt on the 
ensuing series of downs, it 
seemed that momentum had 
shifted in the Lumberjack’s 
favor. 
But, HSU safety Ron Wea- 
ver watched the Davis punt plop 
several times in the mud and then 
settle inside the ’Jacks one-yard 
line. 
Heavy rush 
After three running plays, 
Spinas punted from the ‘Jacks 
end zone. Under a heavy rush, 
Spinas’ kick was nearly blocked, 
but it really didn’t matter. 
The kick traveled 27 yards, and 
was returned 30 yards to the HSU 
five-yard line by Eric Johnson. It 
took Aggie quarterback Speck 
only one play to score, as he 
scrambled around left end for the 
touchdown. 
Davis added a field goal in the 
4th quarter, but it wasn’t needed. 
An interception and a fumbled 
punt by the ‘Jacks ended any 
possible threat. 
Davis’ record increased to 6-1 
as they clinched at least a tie for 
the FWC title. It will be the 5th 
straight title for the Aggies. 
Humboldt’s record has dropped 
to 5-2. 
‘No luck game’ 
“There was no luck involved in 
this game,” Van Deren said. 
“Sure the conditions were bad, 
but they were bad for Davis, too. 
Davis is a good football team. 
“We aren’t a championship 
team now. We will be trying for 
second place.”’ 
Aggie Coach Jim Sochor was 
understandably pleased with his 
team’s performance. 
‘Solid team”’ 
“This game was a_ gutty, 
dig-it-out performance for us,” 
said Sochor. ‘‘Humboldt is a solid 
football team. We’re pleased to 
have beaten a solid football team. 
‘“‘We’re especially pleased that 
we have clinched a tie for the 
championship, and we did it 
under conditions that would be 
described as favorable to Hum- 
boldt.’’ 
    
‘harass 
O Hurrah 
by Pat O’Hara 
Sports Editor 
The effect of a tightened budget on the athletic department 
could be described as tragic. 
Six programs were dropped over the summer due to 
spiraling travel expenses and other budget problems. 
“We would have liked to keep all the activities, but we just 
couldn’t do it,” said Larry Kerker, physical education 
department chairman. 
It was Kerker, along with the Intercollegiate Athletic 
Committee, who contributed to the decision to make the cuts 
in the HSU athletic program. 
The dropped sports are tennis, golf and swimming from the 
men’s program, and coeducation activities badminton, 
fencing and archery. 
Coaches unhappy 
All the coaches interviewed expressed unhappiness with 
the decision. 
“‘My reaction, needless to say, is very disappointed for the 
team,” said Larry Angelel, who handled both swimming and 
water polo until swimming was dropped. ‘‘But I understand 
that there just wasn’t enough money to go around.” 
“I’m unhappy with the decision,’ said Franny Givens, 
whose golf program was thrown out. “I’m unhappy because I 
feel that alternatives were not thoroughly investigated. . . 
alternatives which could have saved these other sports.” 
Givens suggested reducing traveling expenses by leaving 
unnecessary team personnel at home, and seeking other 
sources of revenue from admission to events. 
“I’m sorry any sports were dropped,” said Betty Partain, 
women’s athletic director. ‘“‘I would rather see all sports cut 
back further and keep those which were cut.” 
Athletes most affected 
The athletes are affected most by the changes. 
“I haven’t had any students come to me with any 
complaint,” said Dr. Kerker. ‘‘I assume that there is a mild 
degree of unhappiness, but I believe they understand.”’ 
“This doesn’t bother me for my own sake,” said Coach 
Givens. ‘‘It’s the kids who suffer.”’ 
Turnabout for women 
But the suffering will bring about a long-needed turnabout 
in women’s athletics. The budget tightening was triggered by 
Title 9, the act which demands parity between male and 
female intercollegiate athletic budgets. All the men’s 
coaches agreed that an increase for the women was overdue. 
Another controversy surrounds the selection of the sports 
which were dropped. 
“I’m hopeful that we will be able to restore some of these 
activities,” said Dr. Kerker. ‘‘But it’s possible that the 
situations will get worse before it gets better. 
‘‘Humboldt State is not alone in this. Small schools all over 
the county are in the same situation. We’ll just have to get 
along the best we can. 
Just limping by 
‘‘We are not living comfortably in our other sports, we are 
just limping by.”’ 
Some coaches are considering establishing a club so their 
sport will be able to continue competition. The golf team was 
offered private donations to continue playing in the Far 
Western Conference, but these offers were declined. 
“T felt that if the school is going to have a program, the 
school ought to support it,’’ said Coach Givens. 
Swimmers break five records 
by Beth Willon 
Five school records were 
broken by the HSU women’s 
swim team last Saturday in the 
Northern California Intercollegi- 
ate Athletic Conference relays 
(NCIAC) at Hayward. 
Women’s swim coach, Betty 
Partain said, “The meet was 
very poorly organized. The 
relays were not started on time 
and there were an insufficient 
number of timers.” 
The swim team placed 9th out 
of the 13 universities that 
competed in the NCIAC meet. 
Stanford University won the 
meet. 
The women’s volleyball teams 
played both Davis and Hayward 
last Saturday. The A team lost 
two games to Davis with scores of A field hockey game 
  
15-1 and 15-9. HSU won two games 
against Hayward, 15-5 and 15-12, 
and lost one 14-16. 
‘Together team’ 
“Davis really has a together 
team. The A team has more 
potential when and if the girls put 
it together for a whole match,” 
Coach Bess Chandler said. 
The B volleyball team lost one 
game to Davis 9-15, and won one 
17-15. They won two games 
against College of the Redwoods 
15-10 and 15-3, and lost one game 
7-15. 
The field hockey team lost one 
game to Berkeley 2-1, and also 
lost to Hayward 2-1. 
scheduled for next Thursday 
against San Jose State. Accord- 
ing to Wink Chase, sports 
information director, ‘‘The foot- 
ball teams from the dorms play 
on the women’s hockey field and 
ruin it. The game will only be 
played against San Jose next 
week field permitting.” 
The volleyball team will travel 
to Southern Oregon State on 
Saturday for a practice tourna- 
ment. The team will be compet- 
ing against six schools from 
Oregon. 
The swim team will go to 
Berkeley to compete against 
Davis and Berkeley on Saturday.
